
Trapped in a cave 
 
 

Dear diary, it's june 14th 9:00am and today is my school trip! I’m super 
excited for all the fun activities.This morning I made sure to spend a lot of 

time with my parents and little brother zack. I have no clue how our 
dorms are going to look but I hope they’re huge! It's 11:00am and I'm 

heading out, we got told to meet up outside the school, there’s three huge 
vans in the parking lot with my friends and tons of parents waiting to 
say goodbye.It’s 12:00am and we just went into the school to watch a 

information video ( it was boring) but our bags have to go into the trunk 
which means i can’t have my diary with me so i’ll update you guys 

tomorrow! 
 

Dear diary, it's the next day / june 15th, and the ride to my school trip 
was EXTREMELY boring...and the dorms aren’t as big as i imagined. 

There Are three dorm rooms , one for the boys,one for the girls and one 
spare.each one of them is pretty small and cramped. In my dorm /girls 

dorm there are only 4 bunk beds. Which means only 8 people are able to 
sleep there. Luckily there's exactly 8 girls! Anyway, we got a quick tour of 

the area...pretty nice tbh,it's not the largest but we are going to be 
outside most of the time. 

 
Dear diary, it’s june 16th ,6:00am .I didn't get any sleep last night :(my 
friend kept moving and slept talking.im about to have breakfast and get 
dressed! it's 10:00am, i had cereal for breakfast and i got dressed in a 

cute polka dot jumpsuit.today we have biking at 12:00am,a treasure hunt 
at 3:00pm and baseball at 5:15 pm.im about to get my bike picked out.i’ll 

update you guys tonight shh! 



 
Dear diary, It’s june 17th and yesterday i accidentally fell asleep before 

updating you guys .. oops.. But it's now 4:00pm and I had no time to write 
this morning.we are having an extremely busy day today!we already had 

volleyball lessons this morning at 10:00am,we are having cave exploring in 
an hour.and then surfing and seashell art! Sooo basically a whole day at 
the beach!FUN.we also packed a picnic and some stuff to make a fire!I'm 
taking my diary with me! So i'll write everything!we have arrived at the 

beach!it's HUGE! I brought some coloured pencils so I'll do a little drawing 
of the beach! 

 
The drawing isn’t my best,anyway we are about to head into this beautiful 

cave!! It's not too big but I guess it's okay.There's tons of “mystical” 
spiders:)and there a bunch of tiny crystals on the ground.me and 

andy/my friend have been told to set out the blanket for our picnic:) 
 



 
 

While eating I quickly drew the cave with a twist !( it's not that pretty 
and there's not that much water.. There's a little bit! 

It’s been 20minutes and we have packed up all our equipment and we are 
going SURFING!:(:(:( NOOOOOO the exit has collapsed!!!!!! We are 

trapped!!! And did i mention there's no signal AND we can’t have our 
phones!:(:( all i can think of is being HOME WITH MY FAMILY !!!! Why 
US?? Why ME?? We only have a couple of sandwiches left!WE’RE GOING 

TO STARVE!!!NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
 
 



 
Dear diary,i think it’s june 18th? But it feels like we’ve been here 

FOREVER!!I got zero sleep t0night!!The worst thing is,we can't even tell 
when it's night or day!i've seen 3 bats at the darkest end of the cave!I 
THINK I’M GOING CRAZY!!I've started talking to this random spider 
like it's a DOG:(our coach and teacher have set out these fire torches 

along the sand in the cave!and we have to boil our water so that it can 
be drinkable!eww!!!!! 

 
My coloured pencils snapped and I have no sharpener :( 

So i had to draw the cave in black and that reminded me of creepiness 
so..now it's creepy! 

 
 

AAAAAAAAA!dear diary, today I woke up with a bat hanging above my 
head!The cave is getting creepier and creepier and the water that i was 

talking about is RISING !! WE’RE ALL GONNA DIE!!! 



 
 

Dear diary, it's july the 1st and we have no food.we can't even drink 
because we broke the fire maker thing so we can’t boil the water!My diary 
is extremely wet after I accidentally dropped it in the water 100 times :( 

I don’t think we’ll make it…. 
 
 



 
 



 
Dear diary, it's been a month or so, and the water just started to rise!like 

really fast!Now I really don’t think we’ll survive!My teacher is extremely 
weak and starving!There's vomit everywhere because of my classmates 
trying to eat spiders.I tried eating some tiny fish and seaweed even 

though I HATE fish!ew! The wall that collapsed has tiny cracks in it and 
so the water is passing through even faster! My coach tried to move the 

wall but it wouldn’t budge!:(  
 
 

THE WATER IS ABOUT TO DROWN US!goodbye diary!:( 
 
 
 
 
 


